ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose an adaptive image smoothing method for infrared (IR) and visual ship target images, aiming to effectively suppress noise as well as preserve important target structures, thus benefiting image segmentation. First, by analyzing the specific features of ship target images, a block based method combining local region mean and standard deviation is developed to highlight ship target regions. It is helpful to distinguish the ship target region from the background. Then, by associating the range bandwidth with local image properties of the ship target region and the background region, we develop an adaptive range bandwidth mean shift filtering method for IR and visual ship target image smoothing. With this proposed method, we can obtain a small bandwidth for ship target region and a large one for the background region. Therefore, we can effectively smooth the background while preserving the details of the targets. Experimental results show that this method works well for IR and visual ship target images with different backgrounds. The method demonstrates superior performance for image smoothing and target preservation compared with the four well-known edge-preserving denoising methods, including the anisotropic diffusion filtering, the bilateral filtering, the propagation filtering, and the mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Infrared (IR) and visual imaging sensors are widely used for maritime security and defense missions, such as harbor surveillance, traffic monitoring, and maritime search and rescue. [1] - [3] . However, due to the intrinsic limitations of imaging sensors and the variations of imaging scenario, ship target images are unavoidably corrupted by noises and have complex backgrounds, all these increase the difficulty of ship target detection and recognition in such applications [4] . Therefore, it is necessary to suppress the noises and complex backgrounds, and important target structures, such as edges, should be adequately preserved. Edge preserving filters can preserve the image details and local structures while removing the undesirable noises. Many edge preserving smoothing methods have been proposed [5] - [7] , and they can be roughly divided into spatial domain based methods and transform domain based methods [8] . In this paper, we mainly focus on the spatial domain based filters. In the past decades, to preserve edges while denoising, many non-linear spatial domain filters have been proposed, such as median filtering [9] , anisotropic diffusion filtering [10] , bilateral filtering [12] , and mean shift filtering [13] .
As one of the most popular smoothing methods, the median filtering method is simple and computationally efficient. However, the traditional median filtering method may smooth some fine structures, and cause streaking effects [14] . In recent years, different types of median filtering have been proposed, such as progressive median filtering [15] , adaptive switching median filtering [16] , and decision based median filtering [17] . These techniques filter the image in two phases: first, an impulse detector is used to detect the pixels corrupted with impulse noise; then a filtering technique is used to filter these corrupted pixels. By applying the detection and filtering techniques iteratively, all the noisy pixels can be detected and the corrupted pixels can be filtered [18] .
Apart from the non-linear median filters, another popular edge preserving method is based on partial differential equations (PDEs) [11] , such as the anisotropic diffusion filter [10] . However, the basic anisotropic diffusion model [10] is ill-posed and some artifacts such as staircasing and blocky effects usually happen. To avoid the artifacts, many improved methods have been developed [19] , [20] . By applying a pre-processing step before anisotropic diffusion denoising, these improved methods can achieve better denoising results. However, these methods only consider the local gradient information of each pixel, important structures with low gradients would be over smoothed. Besides, they are implemented as an iterative process, the whole procedure are usually time consuming.
A good alternative to an iterative edge preserving method is bilateral filtering [12] which combines both intensity and spatial distances to preserve details. Recently, to achieve better edge preservation, a weighted method is proposed to balance the intensity difference and the geometric distance in determining the kernel coefficients [22] . Although bilateral filtering is non-iterative and the formulation is simple, the direct implementation is complex. Therefore, several strategies have been proposed to speed up the bilateral filtering [21] . Another issue concerning the bilateral filtering is that it may have the gradient reversal artifacts, and for images with low contrast, it will blur some important structures. Guided filter [23] can also be used as an edge-preserving filter like the bilateral filter, and it has better behaviors near edges with the ability of avoiding ringing artifacts [24] . Both bilateral and guided filters have been successfully applied to a variety of applications. However, the performance of these filters is affected by predefined pixel neighborhood regions, and it is difficult to determine these neighborhood parameters beforehand. To solve this problem, a propagation filter [25] was proposed. The propagation filter is able to smooth over images while preserving image context information, and this filter is based on the photometric relationship observed between image pixels. There are also some powerful non-local spatial domain methods, such as total variation method [26] , [27] , which is also widely applied in image restoration [28] ; patch-based method [5] , [29] , which uses a weighted average of all similar patches in an image to take advantage of the repeating structures in the image; by considering a Gaussian probability model when collecting and averaging the similar patches, a non-local Bayes method was proposed in [30] . The non-local mean filter has been of interest because of its conceptual simplicity and effectiveness [31] . However, many of these denoising methods depend strongly on the noise models, assuming that the noise type and level are known in advance.
Similar to the bilateral filtering, mean shift filtering [13] is also an effective discontinuity preserving denoising method, which considers both intensity and spatial information.
It has been widely used for image smoothing and segmentation [32] , [33] . In the process of mean shift filtering, the performance is highly influenced by the bandwidth parameters, and it is difficult to find an optimal global bandwidth. To address this issue, various automatic bandwidth selection methods have been developed, such as crossvalidation (CV) [34] , plug-in (PI) [35] , normal scale bandwidth [36] , and smooth cross-validation (SCV) [37] . However, these methods only work well for certain data, and none of these fixed bandwidth selectors is uniformly preferable over the others [38] . It is reasonable that locally adaptive bandwidth may lead to good smoothing results [39] , [40] .
In this paper, an adaptive range bandwidth mean shift filtering method is developed for multi-modal ship target image smoothing. First, by analyzing the specific features of ship targets, local image properties are combined to distinguish the ship target region from the background. Then, by associating the range bandwidth of mean shift with local image properties of the ship target region and the background region, we propose an adaptive range bandwidth selection method. It can obtain a small bandwidth for a target region and a large one for the background; therefore, we can effectively smooth the background while preserving important target structures. It should be note that, in this work, we mainly focus on IR and visual images, as currently we just have these two types of images available. Nevertheless, the proposed method can be considered as a reference for dealing with other type of images.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce the detailed procedure of the proposed method. Section III demonstrates the experimental results on real IR and visual ship target images. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. ADAPTIVE MEAN SHIFT ALGORITHMS
Mean shift smoothing algorithm is a robust feature space analysis approach [13] . In the process of mean shift filtering, the range bandwidth parameter h r and the spatial bandwidth parameter h s are important for the performance, especially h r . To effectively smooth the background while preserving the target, it is reasonable to distinguish the target from the background and choose different bandwidths. In our previous work [40] , we developed an adaptive mean shift filtering method for IR ship target image smoothing, which can effectively smooth the background and preserve detail structures of the IR ship targets. For more details about the mean shift, please refer to [13] , [40] . In this work, we extended this method for multi-modal image smoothing. We mainly deal with IR and visual ship target images with sea and sky backgrounds, some examples are shown in Fig. 1 . There are mainly two reasons why we made this extension. One is that in practical applications, e.g., ship target recognition, both the two modalities are commonly used and image denoising is always desirable to improve the image qualities. Dealing with the two modalities in the same way is beneficial in reducing the complexity of algorithm design and hardware configuration. The other reason is that the proposed method is not restricted to image modalities. In other words, it is modalityindependent. Dealing with both modalities may further show the good extendibility of the proposed method.
From Fig. 1 we can see that although different images have different backgrounds and ship targets, they still have something in common. Generally, there are mainly three regions: sky, ship target, and sea background, and the three regions have different intensity properties. Through the observation of the IR and visual ship target images, we find that they have the following three common properties:
Property 1: A ship target is a connected region with high visual saliency and high local contrast comparing with its surrounding backgrounds.
Property 2: The ship target region has relatively large standard deviation and gradient magnitude around the boundaries.
Property 3: For images with heavy sea clutters, the sea background region has a relatively large gradient magnitude but the standard deviation is small, because most of the wave clutters distribute in certain patterns.
Based on these three properties, we develop an adaptive range bandwidth selection method. Our goal is to select a large range bandwidth for the background region and a small one for the target region by using the local specific properties of the IR and visual ship target images. We express the range bandwidth h r as a function f of the local region properties:
where w xy is a sliding window centered at location (x, y); L p (w xy ) represents the local region properties inside w xy . In both modalities, the ship target and backgrounds are distinguishable, so we treat them in the same adaptive way. However, since the image acquisition process of the IR and visual images are different, the intensity distributions of the IR and visual images are different, the noise models are different. Therefore, we use different local region properties to calculate the range bandwidth for IR and visual images, seperately. The spatial bandwidth h s is chosen according to image dimensions as in [42] , that is h s = max{4, min{H , W }/100}. In the following subsections, the detection of the ship target region R target and the background region R background , and the calculations of the adaptive range bandwidth for IR and visual ship target images will be given in details.
1) BLOCK-BASED IR AND VISUAL SHIP TARGET REGION DETECTION METHOD
We use a block-based representation [41] to detect the ship target region both for the IR and visual images. Take an IR image as example, a brief introduction of the procedure is as follows. For more details about the salient target region detection please refer to [40] : Firstly, given an IR image I ( Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) .
Secondly, we calculate the mean and standard deviation difference of the blocks. The mean difference is denoted as mdf (Fig. 2(c) ), and the standard deviation difference is denoted as sdf (Fig. 2(d) ).
where M i,j and S i,j are the mean and standard deviation values of the block B ij , respectively. Thirdly, the two maps are combined to highlight regions with greater differences comparing to its neighborhood, and the combined image I c is shown in Fig. 2(e) . To enhance the ship target, a row mean subtraction method is applied.
where I med is the smoothed result of the original image using a median filter. It is helpful to remove some noises initially. R y = {R (Fig. 2(f) ) is obtained by combining the two row mean subtraction results, R m and R cm .
Sal(x, y)
Finally, to identify the target region R target and the background region R background , a thresholding method is used to obtain the binarized mask, M sal , as shown in Fig. 2 (g).
Among the existing adaptive thresholding methods, mean and standard variance are widely used for threshold determination and have been proved to be effective. Therefore, we use flexible linear combination of mean and standard variance to determine the thresholds. The threshold T s is obtained as
where µ s and σ s are the mean and standard deviation values of the salient map Sal; γ is a control parameter. Currently, the gamma parameter used are set in a heuristic way, which is set to 5 in the implementation. The binarized mask M sal is used to label the target region R target and the back-
B. RANGE BANDWIDTH CALCULATION FOR IR SHIP TARGET IMAGE
From Fig. 1 (a) we can see that just as stated in Property 1 and Property 2, an IR ship target has higher visual saliency and higher local contrast than its surrounding backgrounds. Standard deviation and gradient magnitude around the boundaries are important features for distinguishing the background and the target regions. For the ship target region, local standard deviation and gradient magnitude around the boundaries are relatively large; while for the sea wave clutters, the gradient magnitude is relatively large but the standard deviation is small; for the other noises, they are relatively random distributed. Therefore, to preserve the ship target region, the range bandwidth is associated with the local standard deviation, the local gradient magnitude, and the region saliency. For each pixel I xy in I at location (x, y), 
where
, and L IR sal are the local standard deviation, local magnitude of the gradient, and local saliency of the processing kernel window w xy respectively. h r0 is a fixed initial value of h r , which is set to 10. For regions with local standard deviation or local magnitude of the gradient being zero, we just smooth them using a fixed range bandwidth. With expression (10), we aim to adaptively select proper range bandwidth for the ship target region and background region.
Proposition 1: If a pixel I xy belongs to the ship target regions, i.e., I xy ∈ R target , the range bandwidth h r < h r0 .
Proof 
With a fixed numerator h r0 , the value of a fraction is inversely proportional to that of the denominator L IR p , therefore, we will obtain a range bandwidth h r < h r0 . In fact, h r is much smaller than the h r0 . Similarly, we can prove that for a pixel belonging to the background region, a range bandwidth h r > h r0 will be obtained. Consequently, by associating the range bandwidth with the local standard deviation, local gradient magnitude, and local region saliency, we can properly adjust the range bandwidth according to different regions, achieving the purpose of effectively smoothing the background while preserving the ship target. One example of the smoothing results is shown in Fig. 3 . To illustrate the effect of image denoising and edge preservation, we detect the edges using the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator and make a comparison with the unsmoothed image. Fig. 3(b) shows the edge map of the original unsmoothed IR image, and Fig. 3(d) shows the edge map of the smoothed image. Fig. 3 demonstrates that with the proposed adaptive range bandwidth mean shift filtering method, we can successfully smooth the IR image. From Fig. 3(b) , the edge map of the original IR image, we can see that the original image is degraded with heavy background noises. After using the proposed smoothing method, we can see clearly that the IR image is well smoothed (Fig. 3(c) ), and most of the background noises have been effectively suppressed ( Fig. 3(d) ).
C. RANGE BANDWIDTH CALCULATION FOR VISUAL SHIP TARGET IMAGE
As shown in Fig. 1 , the visual ship target images are RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color images containing a big ship target with sea-sky backgrounds. The ship target is a connected region with salient contour information, and the sea background is complex with heavy sea wave clutters and noises. To obtain grey-level images, an RGB to HSI (Hue, Saturation, Intensity) color space conversion is performed on the visual image [43] . Compared with the RGB color model, the HSI color model represents colors similar to how the human eye senses colors. Therefore, it is more intuitive and efficient for image processing applications.
After converting to the HSI color space, we perform the mean shift filtering on the intensity component, and by transforming the smoothing result to the RGB color space we obtain the final smoothing result. Given an intensity component I n , as with the IR image, we calculate the local standard deviation map S m and the local gradient magnitude map G m for each pixel I nxy in I n at location (x, y), x = 1, . . . , W ; y = 1, . . . , H using a sliding window w xy with size d × d centered at (x, y) , as shown in Fig. 4 . We can see from Fig. 4 that the ship target region has a relatively large local standard deviation and a high gradient magnitude around the boundaries; while the sea background region has a relatively large gradient magnitude but the standard deviation is small, especially those waves which are far away from the ship target, just as stated in Property 3. Therefore, local region standard deviation and gradient are used to calculate the range bandwidth, as expressed below:
and L V grad represent the local standard deviation and gradient magnitude in the sliding window w xy respectively.
According to the analysis of the local region properties of the visual ship images (Fig. 4) , we can obtain the following proposition and prove that with expression (11), a large range bandwidth h r will be obtained for the sea clutters and a small one will be obtained for the ship target region.
Proposition 2: If a pixel I xy belongs to sea background regions, that is I xy ∈ R background , the range bandwidth h r > h r0 .
Proof: If pixel I xy belongs to the sea background clusters, the magnitude of the gradient (L V grad ) will be a relatively large value, and the local standard deviation (L V std ) will be a relative small one (Property 3 
. Similarly, we can prove that for a pixel belonging to the target region, a h r < h r0 will be obtained.
Consequently, it can be concluded that by associating the range bandwidth with the local standard deviation and local gradient magnitude, we can properly adjust the range bandwidth according to different regions, achieving the purpose of effectively suppress the complex sea background while preserving the ship target. Fig. 5 shows a smoothing result of the visual ship target images using the proposed method. To illustrate the effect of image denoising and complex sea background suppression, we also detect the edges using the LoG operator and make a comparison with the unsmoothed image. Fig. 5(a) shows the intensity component of the original image, Fig. 5(b) is the edges extracted using LoG, Fig. 5(c) shows the smoothed image, and Fig. 5(d) is the corresponding edges extracted using LoG. From Fig. 5 we can see that, with the proposed smoothing method, the images can be effectively smoothed. By comparing with the edge images shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(d) , we can clearly see that most of the edges caused by sea wave clutters have been removed while the details of ship target have been well preserved.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

A. IMAGE SMOOTHING RESULTS
The proposed method is tested on an image dataset supplied by co-researchers, including 310 real IR ship target images and 500 real visual images with different ship targets and backgrounds. The IR images were acquired by fixed shipborne cameras with different backgrounds, which are commonly used for maritime surveillance. Parts of the visual images are downloaded from the publicly available website (http://www.cnss.com.cn/). The image size ranges from 320 × 256 to 720 × 576 pixels for the IR ship target images, and from 320 × 256 to 1025 × 768 pixels for the visual ship target images. We tested the proposed method using xed parameters given in Section II. The experiments were implemented using MATLAB R2012b, using an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 processor, 3.10 GHz CPU, with 4.00 GB RAM. Parts of the experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Fig. 6(a) shows the original IR images, Fig. 6(b) shows the target region detection results using the proposed blockbased method, Fig. 6(c) shows the smoothed images, Fig. 6(d) shows the edge maps of the original images, and Fig. 6(e) shows the edge maps of the smoothed images. Fig. 7(a) is the original visual images, Fig. 7(b) shows the target region detection results, Fig. 7(c) shows the smoothed images, Fig. 7(d) shows the edge maps of the original images, and Fig. 7(e) shows the edge map of the smoothed images.
From Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 7(c) we can see that the proposed method works well for both IR and visual images with different ship targets and backgrounds. By comparing the edge maps of the original images (Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 7(d) ) and the edge maps of the smoothed images (Fig. 6(e) and Fig. 7(e) ), we can clearly see that all the images are well smoothed, most of the background noises are removed, and the ship target regions are well preserved.
B. COMPARISON RESULTS
1) VISUAL COMPARISON
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, comparisons are made with four other methods: the anisotropic diffusion filtering (Anisotropic) [10] , the bilateral filtering (Bilateral) [22] , the propagation filtering [25] , and the mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth (Mean shift) [13] . The reason why we choose these four methods is that they are commonly used edge-preserving denoising methods for different types of noises. In fact, as the IR and visual images used in our experiment were obtained from practical applications and the noises are complex, it is difficult to build a precise noise model. Therefore, in our experiments, there is no restriction to the type of noises. To make the comparison reasonable, we tried to obtain the best possible result by tuning the relevant parameters, including the number of iteration n iter and the gradient modulus threshold t used in the anisotropic diffusion filtering; the half-size of the filtering window w and the standard deviations σ = [σ s , σ r ] used in the bilateral filtering, the window radius w and the standard deviation σ r of the propagation filtering, and the range bandwidth h r of the mean shift filtering. Comparison results on different IR and visual images are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 shows the comparison results of IR images with different backgrounds and ship targets, such as images with heavy sea clutters, low contrasts, uneven high contrast backgrounds, and multiple different sized ship targets. For the IR images with complex backgrounds (Fig. 8(a-1) ), the corresponding smoothing results using the listed methods (the Anisotropic (Fig. 8(b-1) ), the Bilateral (Fig. 8(c-1) ), the propagation filtering ( Fig. 8(d-1) ), the Mean shift ( Fig. 8(e-1) ), and the proposed method (Fig. 8(f-1) ) are shown in the first row of Fig. 8(b)-Fig. 8(f) . We can see that the performances of the anisotropic diffusion filtering (Fig. 8(b-1) ) and the bilateral filtering (Fig. 8(c-1) ) methods are similar. Both methods can smooth some background noises. However, they are unable to completely suppress the heavy sea clutters, and the edges of the ship target region are blurred. Fig. 8(d-1) shows the result of the propagation filter, from which we can see that with reasonable parameters, the propagation filter achieves a better denoising performance than the bilateral filter, the edges of the ship target are well preserved. From Fig. 8(e-1) , we can see that with the fixed range bandwidth, the mean shift filtering method can effectively suppress the heavy sea clutters; however, the boundaries of the ship target are also smoothed. With a smaller fixed range bandwidth, the ship target region can be well preserved, but the background cannot be well suppressed. Therefore, for the mean shift filtering method with fixed bandwidth, it is difficult to choose a proper bandwidth. Note that in our experiments, we tried to choose a range bandwidth that can balance the smoothing of background and the preservation of the target region. Fig. 8(f-1) shows that with the proposed method, we can effectively suppress the complex sea clutters around the ship target region, and also preserve the ship target region. Therefore, for IR images with complex sea clutters, the proposed method produces better results than the others.
For IR images with a small ship target embedded in sky and sea backgrounds with low contrast (Fig. 8(a-2) ), the corresponding smoothing results are listed in the second row. We can see that the anisotropic diffusion filtering method (Fig. 8(b-2) ) does not work well for this image. The ship target is smoothed but the sea background is not well suppressed. From Fig. 8(b-2) to Fig. 8(d-2) , we can see that both the bilateral filter and the propagation filter have better performances than the anisotropic diffusion filter. They can effectively smooth the sea background and preserve most of the ship target region from being smoothed. From Fig. 8(e-2) we can see that the original mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth obtains a good smoothing result. It can effectively suppress the sea background while preserve the ship target. However, edges in the left parts of the ship target are blurred. Compared with the mean shift method with fixed bandwidth, the proposed adaptive method can preserve all the edges of the ship target and effectively smooth the background. The results listed from Fig. 8(b-2) to Fig. 8(f-2) indicate that the adaptive range bandwidth selection method is effective. With the proposed method, we can automatically choose good range bandwidths for image smoothing.
For IR images with high contrast and uneven background ( Fig. 8(a-3) ), the corresponding smoothing results are listed in the third row. From Fig. 8(a-3) we can see that the IR image is degraded with background noises. Fig. 8(b-3)-Fig. 8(f-3) demonstrate that all the listed methods can successfully remove the background noises and obtain a smoothed image. The results of the anisotropic diffusion filtering (Fig. 8(b-3) ), the bilateral filtering (Fig. 8(c-3) ), and the propagation filtering ( Fig. 8(d-3) ) are comparable. Although all the four methods can effectively smooth the background, the upper part structure of the ship target are seriously blurred, especially when using the anisotropic diffusion filtering and the propagation filtering methods. The performance of the mean shift with fixed range bandwidth and the proposed method are similar (Fig. 8(e-3) and Fig. 8(f-3) ). They can effectively smooth the background while preserving the ship target structures. The results also validate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive range bandwidth selection method. With the proposed range bandwidth selection method, we can automatically obtain a proper range bandwidth for image smoothing.
For IR images containing multiple ship targets with different sizes (Fig. 8(a-4) ), we can see from Fig. 8(b-4) that the anisotropic diffusion filtering method cannot successfully preserve the ship targets region, and the whole images are blurred. From the result of the bilateral filtering (Fig. 8(c-4)) we can see that the bilateral filtering performs better than the anisotropic diffusion filtering method. The bilateral filtering method can suppress most of the sea background clutters and most of the large ship target regions are well preserved. However, the two small ship targets are severely blurred, and there are still slightly over smoothing around the boundaries of the large ship target. Fig. 8(d-4) demonstrates that the propagation filtering method can well overcome the problem of the bilateral filtering. It can effectively suppress the background and preserve the details of the two small ship targets. Fig. 8(e-4) and Fig. 8(f-4) show the results of mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth and the proposed adaptive range bandwidth. From Fig. 8(e-4) and Fig. 8(f-4) we can see that both methods can effectively suppress the backgrounds. However, the two small ship targets are also over smoothed, and some details of the largest ship target are also blurred. For this image, although none of the listed methods can obtain excellent performance, comparing with the other methods, the proposed method still obtains the best result. The proposed method can preserve most of the details of all the ship targets while effectively smoothing the background. Fig. 9 shows the comparison results of visual images with different backgrounds and ship targets. From Fig. 9(b) we can see that the anisotropic diffusion filtering method can successfully smooth all the backgrounds, even for the image with heavy clutters (Fig. 9(b-3) ). However, this method usually causes blurring, especially for images with low target and background contrasts (Fig. 9(b-1) ). In contrast, the bilateral filtering method demonstrates a better performance than the anisotropic diffusion filtering (Fig. 9(c-1) , Fig. 9(c-2) ). The bilateral filtering method can preserve details of the ship targets. However, for images with heavy clutters (Fig. 9(c-3) , Fig. 9(c-4) ), parts of the background are not well suppressed. Fig. 9(d) demonstrates that the propagation filtering method works well for the visual images. By choosing reasonable parameters, this method can successfully smooth the backgrounds and preserve the ship targets. Even for images with heavy clutters, we can still obtain well smoothed backgrounds ( Fig. 9(d-3) , Fig. 9(d-4) ). We can see from Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 9(f) that the performances of the original mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth and the proposed adaptive range bandwidth are similar. Both the two methods can effectively smooth the backgrounds and preserve most of the ship target structures. By comparing the two pair of images Fig. 9(e-1) and Fig. 9(f-1) , Fig. 9(e-4) and Fig. 9(f-4) in details, we can see that the proposed mean shift filtering method with adaptive range bandwidth obtains better results in edge preservation.
From the comparison results in Figs. 8 and Fig. 9 we can see that in all cases the proposed method outperforms the other competitive methods. For some images, the results between the original non-adaptive and proposed adaptive mean shift are not fundamentally different. In fact, that is just a good verification of the proposed method. With the proposed adaptive range bandwidth selection method, we can obtain equivalent or even better results compared with the manually selection method. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed adaptive range bandwidth mean shift filtering is effective. It demonstrates a superior performance for both IR and visual ship target image smoothing.
2) QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, quantitative evaluation is performed. As reference standard images are unavailable, quantitative evaluation with references can not be used. In this paper, we take three no-reference measures and the processing time for performance analysis. The three measures are local phase coherence -sharpness index (LPC-SI) [44] , edge based contrast measurement (EBCM) [45] , and speckle suppression and mean preservation index (SMPI) [46] .
The LPC-SI measures the sharpness of a test denoised image without referencing the original image. LPC-SI being 1 means very sharp, and 0 means very blurred. The EBCM measures the local contrast of each pixel, and a higher value of EBCM indicates a higher local contrast associated with each pixel in a given neighborhood. The SMPI measures speckle suppression and mean preservation capabilities of denoising techniques. A larger SMPI value means a better performance of the filter. The quantitative evaluation results on the IR and visual images with the average LPC-SI, EBCM, SMPI, and the average processing time are shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can see that in terms of LCP-SI, EBCM, and SMPI, the proposed method gives better performance than the other four methods. The proposed method obtains a higher average LCP-SI, a higher average EBMC, and a higher average SMPI, indicating that the proposed method is effective for noise suppression and can obtain a smoothed image with high local contrast and sharpness. The average processing time shown in Table 1 demonstrates that the anisotropic diffusion filtering method is the fastest one among the listed methods. It is much faster than the other listed four methods. The bilateral filtering method is much slower than the anisotropic diffusion filtering method, but it is faster than the propagation filtering, the mean shift filtering, and the proposed methods both for the IR and visual image smoothing. The computing time of the propagation filtering method and the proposed method are comparable. For the visual images, the propagation filtering method is a bit faster than the proposed method, while for the IR images, our proposed method is faster than the propagation filtering method. In the proposed method, we add a target detection procedure before the smoothing and local region properties computations during the smoothing procedure. These computations increase the computing complexity of the algorithm, thus the proposed method takes more computing time than the original mean shift method. In future work, parallel computation methods will be studied to improve the efficiency. VOLUME 6, 2018
C. APPLICATIONS
Image smoothing is an important preprocessing procedure for a variety of applications in image processing and computer vision. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we apply our adaptive mean shift filtering results to two applications, ship target image segmentation and saliency detection. For each application, we compare the results obtained by the anisotropic diffusion filtering [10] , the bilateral filtering [22] , the propagation filtering [25] , the mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth [13] , and the proposed adaptive mean shift filtering method.
1) IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Ship target image segmentation aims at partitioning the image into non-intersecting regions with each region being homogeneous, so that in the resulting image the background and the ship target regions are separated. Edge preserving image smoothing is useful for improving the performance of image segmentation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we apply the smoothed image of our adaptive mean shift filtering to IR and visual ship target image segmentation, and compare the segmentation outputs produced by using the smoothed images of the anisotropic diffusion filtering, the bilateral filtering, the propagation filtering, and the mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth. For IR images, we use the entropy based thresholding method [47] which is simple and commonly used for IR image segmentation. For visual images, we use the random walker image segmentation method [48] which is an effective interactive image segmentation method. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the segmentation results on IR and visual ship target images. To obtain more detailed quantitative evaluations, we choose two measures for performance analysis, misclassification error (ME) and relative foreground area error (RAE), please refer to [49] for the detailed definitions. Note that as there was no ground truth publicly available, we constructed 100 visual ship target images and 200 infrared ship target images as reference ground truth for segmentation. The quantitative evaluation results in terms of the misclassification error (ME) and relative foreground area error (RAE) are demonstrated in Table 2 . For fair comparisons, we chose the parameters which can obtain the best possible segmentation results.
From Fig. 10(a) , we can see that with low contrasts and heavy sea clutters, the original IR images are difficult to be segmented. Fig. 10(b) demonstrates that after being smoothed using the anisotropic filtering method, some noises can be effectively suppressed. However, the ship targets can still not be successfully separated from the backgrounds. Contrast to the anisotropic filtering method, the bilateral filtering method can effectively suppress the background and separate the background from the ship targets. Unfortunately, this method causes over smoothing. Parts of the ship target are classified as backgrounds and being removed during the segmentation procedure, as shown in Fig. 10(c) . Fig. 10(d) shows the segmentation results of the images smoothed using the propagation filtering method, from which we can see that the IR ship target images are well smoothed. However, for the image with small ship target and low contrast, the smoothed image obtained using this filtering method can not be successfully segmented. Fig. 10(e) and Fig. 10(f) demonstrate the segmentation results of the smoothed images obtained using the mean shift filtering with fixed bandwidth and the proposed adaptive bandwidth mean shift filtering method respectively. We can clearly see that the ship targets are effectively segmented, achieving satisfying results. After image smoothing using these two methods, we can successfully suppress the backgrounds and preserve the ship targets, making it much easier to separate the ship targets from the backgrounds. From Figure 10 we can see that, as the ship target is relatively small and the contrast is low, it is difficult to converge to a satisfactory result. The proposed edge-preserving smoothing method is helpful in reducing the difficulty of convergence. Fig. 11 demonstrates the segmentation results of the visual ship target images. The green and blue spots denote the seeds of the foreground and the background respectively. The seeds are selected manually according to each original visual image. They are used for all the compared filtered images. The smoothed images are overlaid with their corresponding contours of the segmented ship targets, marked with red color. To demonstrate the segmentation results more clearly, we enlarged parts of the targets and backgrounds. The corresponding patches are indicated with red arrows. From this figure, we can see that except for the anisotropic filtering method (as shown in the right column of Fig. 11(b) ), most of the listed smoothing methods can improve the performance of the random walker segmentation method. By comparing the segmentation details of local enlarged patches of Fig. 11(a) - Fig. 11(f) , we can see that the segmented contours of the smoothed images obtained using the proposed method are more consistent with the real ship targets, and the backgrounds are well smoothed.
From Table 2 we can see that the proposed method obtain the lowest average ME and RAE, especially for the IR images, our method achieves a superior performance comparing with the other four methods. Therefore, from Fig. 10 , Fig. 11 and Table 2 , we can verify that our proposed filtering method can be applied to improve the performance of IR and visual ship target image segmentation. 
2) SALIENCY DETECTION
Saliency detection is basically a process that highlighting visually salient regions in an image by detecting scene regions different from their surroundings [50] . It has recently drawn extensive attentions and a good saliency detection result is beneficial in many applications, such as image segmentation, object recognition, and target tracking. The task of saliency detection in its essence is a segmentation problem but not the same with the traditional image segmentation. Many works have been carried out for saliency detection [50] . A popular saliency detection method is the one called graphbased visual saliency [51] . This model can powerfully predict human fixations. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the saliency detection results of the IR and visual ship target images respectively. To evaluate the performance of saliency detection results using each filtered image, we apply the widely used shuffled Area Under the Curve (sAUC) metric [52] . For a perfect prediction, the sAUC equals 1.0, and any static saliency map will give a score of approximately 0.5. From Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 we note that ship target regions show high saliency in both IR and visual images, and with efficient image smoothing, it is helpful to suppress the backgrounds and enhance the saliency of ship target regions. By comparing with the other four methods in terms of the sAUC metric, we can see that the proposed method obtains the highest sAUC for both IR and visual images. Therefore, we verify that our adaptive mean shift filtering method can be applied to improve the performance of salient region detection. It is worth repeating that since our proposed method utilizes the distinguishing local properties of the ship targets and backgrounds, it adapts well to different images, and achieves a better ship target edge preservation smoothing output for both IR and visual images.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a multi-modal ship target image smoothing method based on adaptive mean shift filtering. This method can effectively suppress the noises as well as preserve the ship target structures. First, based on the analysis of local region properties, we develop a block based ship target region detection method to distinguish the ship target region from the background region. This is important for preserving details of the ship target. Then, by associating the range bandwidth with local region properties of the IR and visual images, we propose an adaptive range bandwidth calculation method for mean shift filtering. Experimental results show that the proposed method works well for different IR and visual ship target images. It can effectively suppress complex background noises while preserving the details of ship targets. By comparing with four well-known edge-preserving denoising methods, including the anisotropic diffusion filtering, the bilateral filtering, the propagation filtering, and the mean shift filtering with fixed range bandwidth, comparison results demonstrate that the proposed method has superior performances, achieving higher average LCP-SI, EBMC, SMPI, and lower average ME and RAE. This is useful for improving the performance of various applications, such as ship target image segmentation and salient region detection. 
